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1. Introduction 
1.1. The study of the cohomological dimension cdz of soluble groups, started in the 
early seventies by Gruenberg [13], Stambach [19], Fel'dman [11] and Bieri [21, 
divides into two stages. The first stage consists in characterizing soluble groups of 
finite cohomological dimension, and is comparatively easy: if G is a soluble group 
with cdzG=m<o*, it is torsion-free and its abelian subgroups have torsion-free 
rank at most m. A theorem of Merzljakov's [16] permits one to conclude that G has 
finite Priifer rank, r say; i.e. all finitely generated subgroups can be generated by r 
elements; and this, in turn, implies that G has finite Hirsch number 
hG = ~ dim~((G(J)/G tj+ !~)® z Q). 
j>O 
Here, GCJ) denotes the j-th term of the derived series of G. 
Conversely, if G is a torsion-free group of finite Hirsch number hG, it is 
countable (e.g. [4, Lemma 7.9], and hence its homological and cohomological 
dimensions are connected by the inequalities 
hdzG--- cdzG -< hdzG + 1, 
as follows, for instance, from the fact that a countably presented fiat module has 
projective dimension at most 1 (e.g. [4, Lemma 4.4(b)]). A straightforward induc- 
tion argument finally shows that hdzG<_hG (e.g. [4, Prop. 7.11]). 
1.2. Assume now that G is a soluble group with finite Hirsch number. By a result of 
Stammbach's [19], the homological dimension hd~G of G, with respect o the 
rationals •, equals hG. Specializing to a torsion-free group, we therefore nd up 
with the following chain of inequalities: 
hG=hd~G=hdzG<_cd~G<_cdzG<_hG+ 1. (1.1) 
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The second stage now consists in identifying those groups G with cdzG = hG. One 
might also want to identify the groups G with cd~G = hG. 
1.3. Given a soluble group Gl with hG~=cdzGl, two ways come to mind of 
constructing another soluble group G with hG = cdzG. In the first place, one can 
pass from G~ to a torsion-free soluble supergroup G of finite index. Then, 
hG = hGi = cdzGi = cdzG, 
as desired. Secondly, one can choose an automorphism, or, more generally, an in- 
jective endomorphism a : G t >"* G l, and construct the corresponding HNN-extension 
G=(Gi,t; tglt-t=tr(gO for all gl~Gt). 
Then hG = hGt + 1, whereas the Mayer-Vietoris equence associated with the HNN- 
extension reveals that cdzG-< cdzGt + 1. Applying (1.1), we then obtain cdzG = hG. 
If the above two constructions are repeated indefinitely, starting with the trivial 
group, one arrives at the class of torsion-free, soluble constructible groups studied 
in [5], [8]. All known examples of soluble groups with hG= cdzG<o* are con- 
structible, and we conjecture that the converse also holds. 
1.4. With a view to placing our conjecture in a broader perspective, we consider the 
following list of hypothetical statements about a soluble group G: 
(i) G is torsion-free and constructible; 
(ii) G is a duality group (with respect o Z); 
(iii) G is of type (FP) (with respect o Z); 
(iv) G satisfies hG = cdzG < o.; 
(v) G is torsion-free and hG = cd~G < ~.  
It is known that each statement implies the following one: "(i)=, (ii)" is a special 
case of [5, Th. B], and "(ii)=, (iii)" follows from a well-known finiteness property of 
duality groups (e.g. [9, p. 134, Cor. 1]). The implication (iii)~ (iv) is a consequence 
of the fact that a finitely presented flat module is projective (e.g. [4, Lemma 
4.4(a)1), while "(iv) =~ (v)" is immediate from (1.1). 
None of these implications is known to be reversible, but counter-examples are 
likewise missing. R. Bieri surmised in [5, p. 256] that (i) and (ii) might be equivalent, 
and in [4, p. 105] that (iii) and (iv) might be equivalent. We go further, and conjec- 
ture that in fact all five statements imply each other. In other words, we put forward 
the following. 
1.5. Conjecture. Every torsion-free soluble group G o f finite Hirsch number, with 
hG = cd~G, is constructible. 
1.6. We proceed to give some evidence for its truth. It is known that quotients of 
soluble constructible groups are again constructible [5, Th. 4], and for countable 
soluble groups G, the property hG = cd•G is also stable under quotients: 
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Theorem A [12, Theorem A]. Let G be a countable soluble group of finite Hirsch 
number. I f  hG = cd~G, then ht~ = cd~t~ for every homomorphic mage 0 of G. 
Theorem A has several interesting consequences, some of which were explored in 
[12], where the next result can be found. 
Corollary A1. I f  G is a torsion-free soluble group and hG=cd~G<oo, then G is 
finitely generated. 
Corollary AI implies that the conjecture is true for nilpotent groups, because 
finitely generated nilpotent groups are constructible (cf. [13, §8.8, Th. 5(2)]). Next, 
in view of a result of Robinson's, (e.g. [17, Th. 10.38]), we immediately deduce 
from Corollary A I that a torsion-free soluble group with hG = cd~G < 0% must be a 
minimax group. The analogous result for "hG = cdzG <oo" was obtained earlier by 
Bieri, using a different method [2, Korollar 6.3]. 
Corollary AI will be shown, in Section 3, to entail the following reduction of our 
conjecture: 
Corollary A2. I f  every metabelian group G of  the form G=A tZ n, where A is a 
torsion-free abelian group of finite rank, and with G satisfying hG = cd~G, is con- 
structible, then the conjecture is true. 
1.7. We may thus concentrate our efforts on torsion-free metabelian groups 
G=A~Z n, with hG=cd~G<oo. If n=0,  the conjecture holds by what was said 
above. If n = 1, the situation becomes more delicate, but in this case we have still 
been able to establish the desired conclusion. Indeed, one has the following sharper 
and more general result (allowing for torsion in G). 
Theorem B. Let G =NtZ be nilpotent by infinite cyclic. Then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: 
(a) G is constructible; 
(b) G is finitely related; 
(c) hG = cd~G < oo. 
In particular, if hG = cdQG < 0% then G is virtually torsion-free. 
The equivalence of (a) and (b) for extensions of the form 
I~N~G~Zn~I ,  
where N is nilpotent and n= I, has been established in [6, p. 265, Remark]. 
However, (b) no longer implies (a) in case n> I; (see [8, §5] for a discussion of this 
topic). Moreover, it is not true that a finitely related, torsion-free group G of finite 
Hirsch number and the form G=At7/2 must satisfy hG=cd~G, let alone 
hG = cdzG, as we shall see in Section 9 by means of an appropriate xample. This 
answers the question posed by R. Bieri in [2, p. 236]. 
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2. An illustration of our methods 
The proof of Theorem B, to be given in Section 8, and the computation of the 
cohomological dimension of Abels' example, carried out in Section 9, are rather 
technical and rely on a number of auxiliary results that will be established in 
Sections 4 through 7. To convey something of the intuitive ideas behind these tech- 
nicalities, we shall briefly consider the example 
G =A tZ = Z[I/6] t (t) ,  
where t operates by multiplication by 2/3 on Z[1/6]; cf. [4, p. 112]. Its Hirsch 
number is 2; we are going to show that cdRG = 3 for every commutative ring R with 
1 ~=0. If X is an arbitrary 7/G-module, spectral sequences yield the formula 
t * - I  
H3(G, X) = H I (G/A, H2(A, X)) = coker(H2(A, X) , H2(A, X)). 
The map t* is induced by conjugation by t. To compute H2(A, X) we can choose 
any tower B0<BI<. . -  of finitely generated subgroups of A such that UBq=A. 
Then 
H2(A, X)= ~{HI(Bq, X), resq}, 
where ~= li,_m I, (see 6.2). The first basic idea underlying our methods is that one 
allows oneself more freedom by viewing G as an HNN-extension 
G=(B,t; tbt-l=r(t) for all teB),  
where B<_A is a suitable (infinitely generated) subgroup, and r:  B-~B is given by 
multiplication by 2/3; e.g. B = 7/[I/3]. Secondly, instead of writing A as a union of a 
tower of finitely generated subgroups, we write B and tBt -! as unions of two such 
towers {B~} and {Bq}. If the towers are properly chosen, conjugation by t gives rise 
to a morphism of inverse systems 
I ' , {t~-resq} 
{H (Bq, X), resq} ' {HI(Bq, X), resq}. 
Let Kq(X) denote the cokernel at the q-th level of this morphism. Thirdly, we use the 
right exactness of ~ to obtain the new formula 
H3(G, X) = ~{Kq(X), Aq}, 
where the ).a:Kq(X)--*Kq_ l(X) are induced by resq; cf. Proposition 6.5. 
Finally, take X to be the module 
RA = R(G/(t)). 
For judicious choices of {Bq} and {B~} we can show that the Kq(RA) are free 
R-modules, and, by means of an explicit description of the bases and the maps 2q, 
we can prove that .~{Kq(RA), 2q} =~0. 
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3. Proof of the reduction result, Corollary A2 
Suppose that G is a torsion-free soluble group of finite Hirsch number, with 
hG = cd•G. Then G has finite Priifer rank (see 1.1) and, by Corollary A1, is finitely 
generated. It follows that G is nilpotent-by-free abelian-by-finite, (see [17, Part (a) 
of the proof of Theorem 10.38]). Let N<~GI <~G be normal subgroups of G such 
that N is nilpotent, Q= GI/N is free abelian and G/Gt is finite; let A =N/[N,N] 
denote the left ZQ-module, with the action of Q induced by conjugation. Since Gt is 
finitely generated, Q finitely related and ZQ a noetherian commutative ring, A is a 
noetherian ZQ-module. It follows that the Z-torsion submodule tor A of A is a 
noetherian ZQ-module. As it is also of finite Priifer rank, the group G being so, it 
must be finite. Consider next the subset At ofA =A/tor A consisting of all elements 
fixed by Q. This is a ~'Q-submodule, hence finitely generated qua ZQ-module, or, 
equivalently qua Z-module. Let AI<_A denote the full preimage of ,'~1-<,~, and 
NI-<N the full preimage of A I under the canonical projection N---~A =N/[N,N]. 
Then A t is finitely generated qua Z-module, while A/A i is torsion-free as an abelian 
group (easy verification) and of finite rank. A result of Robinson's [18, Th. D], now 
implies that the cohomology class g e H2(Q, A/A t), describing the extension 
7t 
1 'A/AI 'Gt/NI---'~Q '1, 
has finite order, say/. The Q-module endomorphism I:A/Atr--,A/At, defined by 
multiplication by !, therefore xtends to an embedding/a: GI/Nt~-"(A/At)IQ of 
G t/N~ into the split extension of A/At by Q. Since AlAs has finite rank, the image 
of/a has finite index in (A/AO1Q. The equality hG=cd~G implies hGi =cdQGi, 
which in turn implies, by Theorem A, the equality h(Gt/Nt)=cdQ(GI/NI). The 
group (A/A i)1 Q contains a subgroup of finite index isomorphic to G I/N1, hence 
h((A/,4 t) t Q) = cdQ((A/,4 i) t Q), and (,4/,4 t) t Q is constructible by our assumption. 
But, in the extension of finitely generated ZQ-modules 
O"-'A i'-*A "-'A/A l "-*0, 
the kernel A, is finitely generated as an abelian group, whence we conclude that the 
geometric invariant 27~t is empty. (This is obvious from the definition of the 
geometric invariant given in [7, subsection 2.2]). Therefore, by [8, Lemma 1. l(c)], 
zf,=zY tuzY,  = 
and the desired conclusion, namely that Or, and hence G, is constructible, follows 
from [8, Corollary B and the definition of Z" given in 2.4]. 
4. Koszul complexes 
In this section we put into a convenient form some facts about Koszul complexes, 
to be used in 5.5. 
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4.1. Let S be a commutative ring with 1 :~0, let A be a left S-module and 2 :A--'S 
an S-linear functional. It is easily verified that the homogeneous components 
AJA, j >__ 0, of the exterior algebra A*A fit into a complex of S-modules 
d2 JI 
K(A, 2) : . . . .  AJA 6~, A J - IA  ,... ,AAA- - - "A - - - *S ,  
where Jl = 2, and, for j_> 2, the differential Jj is defined by 
Jj(alA"'Aaj)= ~., (--l)k+lA(aDazA"'AakA'"Aa.i, 
I "<k~j 
(here, as usual, the symbol " designates the term to be omitted). 
4.2. Let n_> 1 be a natural number, and let S be the integral polynomial ring 
7/[xl,x2 . . . . .  x J .  Let A denote a free S-module generated by elements u~, u2 . . . . .  un, 
and let A :A =(~Sui - ,S  be given by 2(ui)=x,. Finally, let Y be an S-module, or, 
more generally, an R-S-bimodule, where R is a ring with 1 ¢:0. Then Y®s K((~Sui, A) 
is a complex of R-S-bimodules, and one has: 
Lemma. (cf. [10, p. 151, Prop. 4.3].) For k= 1,2 . . . . .  n, let Jk~S denote the ideal 
generated by xl . . . . .  xk, and set J0=0. I f  multiplication by Xk induces a mono- 
morphism 
(x,). : Y/YJk- i )-" Y/YJk- I (4. 1) 
for k = 1, 2 ..... n, then the augmented complex 
0 ' Y®sA"A l@On' Y®sA"- IA  '... 
e 
, Y®s A l®O~ Y ' Y/YJn '0 (4.2) 
is exact. Here e: Y--* Y/YJn denotes the canonical projection. 
5. Formulae for computing the cohomology groups of iterated, ascending 
HNN-extensions 
The formulae, to be given in Propositions 5.7, 6.5 and Theorem 6.10, have two 
ingredients. The first is an adaptation of the formula 
Hn+a(C, X)=Hn(Q, Ha(N, X)), 
valid for an extension of groups N<G--,,Q, with cdN<_d and cd Q<_n, and a 
ZG-module X, to the case of an iterated ascending HNN-extension. The second one 
is the Mayer-Vietoris equence for extension functors Ext/~(-,-) ,  arising in the 
context of a colimit colimj~jMj over a countable directed index set J. 
5.1. In this subsection A will denote a ring with l ~: 0; in the application to follow A 
will be the group algebra RG. 
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Lemma. Let d be a nonnegative integer, n >_ 1 a natural number  and 
0 'Ln U 'Nn- I  . . . .  'Mo- ' - -~Lo ~-0 
an exact sequence o f  left A-modules.  Suppose that the projective dimensions 
pr.dim,1 M i are <.d fo r  j = O, l . . . . .  n - 1. Then there exists a natural homomorph ism 
rendering the sequence 
Extaa(M,-i, X) Ext.~ (Ln, 6 , X) ------* Ext a÷ n(L0, X) ,0 
exact fo r  every left A -modu le  X.  
Proof .  Split the given exact sequence into short exact sequences Lj+~--* ,~--~Li ,  
where j runs from 0 to n - 1. The long exact sequences, induced by these short exact 
sequences, produce, in particular, an exact sequence 
Exta(Mn_l ,_)  ~* Exta(Ln, 0 ' - )  ""-* Exta+ I(L. -  I, - )  ,0 
and natural isomorphisms 
Exta+h(L~_h, _) 0 ~a+h+l.. I-~XI:A [Ln_h_l,  --), 
where h = 1,2, .... n -  1. The result follows immediately. [] 
5.2. HNN-extensions.  Let S<_B be a subgroup of a group B, and r:S>'- ,B an 
injective group homomorphism. Then the group 
G = B *gp(t)/gpB, t({tbt - I .  r(b) -I }) = (B, t; tbt - l  = r(b) for all b ~ S) 
is called the HNN-extens ion over the base group B, with associated subgroups S and 
T= r(S). The canonical homomorphism B--* G is injective, and will be thought of as 
an inclusion. One has a short exact sequence of left ZG-modules 
/z e 
0 , Z (G/S)  , Z (G/B)  , Z , O, (5.1) 
where /z is defined by g(gS)=gt - tB -gB and t is the natural augmentation (e.g. 
[4, p. 32]). If cdzB<d,  we have, by Lemma 5.1, an exact sequence 
Ha(B ' _)  u_~ Ha(S ' _)  ,5 Ha  + l(G, - )  - - -*0,  (5.2) 
which, of course, is but a portion of the Mayer-Vietoris equence induced by (5.1). 
5.3. I terated HNN-extensions.  We can generalize the foregoing to iterated HNN- 
extensions, provided they are all ascending, i.e. provided S=B,  and provided the 
stable letters commute up to inner automorphisms of B. 
To be more specific, suppose B is a group and rl . . . . .  r ,  are injective endo- 
morphisms of B, for which there exist elements b,j e B, such that 
Zj (ri(b)) = b:j~ i(ry(b))b~ :t
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for all b~B and all 1 <i<j<_n.  We can then form the iterated HNN-extensions Gj, 
defined inductively as folows: set Go = B, and 
Gi =(B, tl; ttbt? I = rl(b) for all beB) .  
Since 
r2(rl(b)) = bl2-(rl(r2(b)))-bi-2 I= (bt2t0 • r2(b). (bl2tO -I, 
the assignments b - r2(b)  and t,,-. ba2t, extend to an endomorphism f. , :Gt-- 'GI.  If 
x~ Gl is in the kernel of "?2, then x can be assumed to be of the form t{-mbt~. But 
then b = t~'xt?m~ ker r2= 1, and so x= 1. This shows that "?2 is injective, and we can, 
therefore, form the HNN-extension 
G2 = ( G t, t2; t2 gt21 = f2 (g) for all g E G i ) 
= (B, t z, t2; tl bt~ l = rl (b), t2bt~ I = r2(b) for all b ~ tl, t2tl t~ 1 = bt2tl). 
By iteration of this argument, one obtains groups 
Gj = (Gj_ t, tj; tygtf I = fj(g) for all g ~ Gj_ 1) 
= (B, tl . . . . .  tj; t ibtTl= ri(b) for b ~ B, i<_j, and tttit71 = bitti, i< l<_j). 
(5.3) 
Conversely, assume that G is an extension of a group N by a free abelian group Q 
of rank n. In addition, suppose that N contains a subgroup B and elements tl. . . . .  tn, 
enjoying the following properties: 
(i) tt . . . . .  t n map onto a basis for Q; 
(ii) [t i, t7] = tTtt f l t ,  tj belongs to B for i< j ;  
(iii) t~BtT~<_B for all i, 
(iv) N is the normal closure of B in G. 
Set b, j=[tf t ,  t7 I] for i< j  and let r i :B - - 'B  denote the injective endomorphism 
induced by conjugation by t,. Form the chain 
B<Go<GI<. . .<Gn 
of HNN extensions, defined as in (5.3). Then the obvious epimorphism G~ - -  G is in 
fact an isomorphism, exhibiting G as an iterated HNN-extension. (This claim can be 
substantiated by the same kind of argument as was used above to show that f2 is 
injective.) 
5.4. The notation being as in 5.3, let 
B=Go<GI<' . .<Gn=G 
be a chain of HNN-extensions, G~ being defined by (5.3). Let S denote the poly- 
nomial ring Z[xl . . . . .  xn] and Y= Z(G/B)  the 2~G-S-bimodule, whose left ZG-action 
is the obvious one, while the right S-action is defined by 
gB.x i=gtTtB-gB.  (5.4) 
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(Since gbt71B=gt7 I. t, bt;-IB=gt, -1. B, formula (5.4) indeed defines a map). For 
i = 1, 2 . . . . .  n, the short exact sequence (5.1), applied to the ascending HNN-extension 
G, = (Gi-1, t,), leads by extension of scalars to the short exact sequence 
(x,). e 
0 , Z(G/G,_ l) , Z(G/G,_ 1) , Z(G/G,) ,0. (5.5) 
Let J, <S  denote the ideal generated byXl . . . . .  x,, and set Jo=0. Then Y--- Y/Y. )0 = 
Z(G/B)=Z(G/Go). If it is inductively assumed that the canonical epimorphism 
Y/Y ' J t - I  "~7/(G/Gi_l) is an isomorphism, one deduces from (5.5) that (x,).: 
Y/Y" J~-i -~ Y/Y" Jr- i is injective, and that Y/Y .  Ji --~Z(G/G,) is also an iso- 
morphism. 
5.5. As in 4.2, let A=@Sui  be a free S-module on ut . . . . .  un. Then all the 
assumptions of Lemma 4.3 hold, and we obtain the exact sequence 
0 ,Z(G/B)®s A~A l®a, Z(G/B)®s A~- IA ;... 
, Z(G/B) , Z--------. 0 (5.6) 
of left ZG-modules. Note that each AJA is a free ZS-module. Also, the additive 
groups of the modules appearing in (5.6) are free abelian, and so (5.6) remains exact 
if the ring Z is replaced by any commutative ring R with 1 *: 0. 
5.6. Assume, finally, that B has finite cohomological dimension cdRB=d with 
respect o some commutative ring R with 1 *:0. Then Lemma 5.1 can be applied to 
the exact sequence, derived from (5.6) by extension of scalars, and yields the 
formula 
H a+ n(G, X )  = coker(EXtdG(R(G/B) ®s An - IA, X )  
Ext(l ~9  n, 1) 
, Ext~G(R/G/B) ®s A~A, X)), (5.7) 
valid for every left RG-module X. 
Now, AnA is a free S-module on Ul A'"AI/n, and ¢9n maps this generator onto the 
alternating sum of the free generators u I A--" t2i '"Au, of A n- IA.  Hence, 1 ® 0~ can 
be replaced by the monomorphism 
lz :R(G/B)--, (~ {R(G/B)il l <_i<_n}, 
gB ~ (gB. xl, gB. x2 . . . . .  gB. xn) 
= (gt~-lB - gB, gt21B - gB, ..., gt~ IB -  gB). 
For every giEG, the assignment gB-gg,(gTIBgi) defines an isomorphism 
(gi).: G/B--'G/g71Bgi of left G-coset spaces. Using this fact, we obtain our final 
formula for Hd+~(G, X),  which we state as: 
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5.7. Proposition. Let G = (B, tl . . . . .  tn) be an n-fold ascending HNN-extension with 
base group B, as defined in 5.3. Let gl . . . . .  gn be elements of  G, and suppose that B 
has finite cohomological dimension cdRB = d, with respect o some commutative 
ring R with 1 #:0. Then Hd+n(G, X)  is, for every left RG-module X, (naturally) 
isomorphic to 
coker(,t~l Ext~c(R(G/g/-tBgi),g) (Ext(~,, l))Extdc(R(G/B),X))" 
Here, lzi : R(G/B) --* R(G/g/-I Bgi) takes gB to g. tTl gi • (gTI Bg,) - g. gi" (g[I Bg,). 
6. Approximation of the base group 
6.1. Mayer-Vietoris equences for countable unions of  groups. Let R denote a 
commutative ring with l ~: 0. Suppose that a group B is the union of a chain 
Bo <_BI <_B2 <_ ... <_Bq <_ ... 
of subgroups. As is well known, this chain gives rise to an exact sequence 
0 ,(~{R(B/Bq)[q>O} v,(~{R(B/Bq)lq>_O} e ,R  ,0 (6.1) 
of left RB-modules, where v takes bBq to bBq-bBq+l, and e is induced by the 
augmentation. (6.1), in its turn, gives rise, in the usual way, to Mayer-Vietoris 
sequences in homology and cohomology. In cohomology, one obtains the long exact 
sequence 
gm 
• .. , Hm(B, X)  ~ f i  Hm(Bq, X)  
q=O 
yra e~ (~ 
' ['I Hm(Bq, X )  "Hra+l(B, X) ' " ' .  
q=O 
If this long exact sequence is broken into short exact sequences, it yields, in 
particular, the short exact sequence 
0~coker vm-l-'*Hm(B, X)--' ker vm~O. 
We shall be particularly interested in cokerv m-l. 
f ~ lI Hm(Bq, X)  to the function 
vm(f) = (q -  f(q) - resg~ + ~(f(q + 1))). 
Note that 
(6.2) 
v m takes 
(6.3) 
6.2. Thefunctor ~. Consider an inverse system 
Aq 
{ rq,2,} : ... 'rq----*Yq-I . . . . .  
A 2 
,y2____~yt ~l ,yo 
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of R-modules. Associate to { Yq, :.q} the R-module 2 { Yq, 2q}, defined by 
-~{ Yq, 2q} = coker( 1-I Yq 1-I Yq), (6.4) 
where ).~ is defined as to take fe  l-I Yq to 
2, ( f )  = (q -  f(q) - :tq+ if(q + 1)), 
in analogy with (6.3). 
If {aq} : { Yq, ~.q} ~ { Yq, 2q} is a morphism between inverse systems, it induces an 
R-module homomorphism 
in the obvious way. So, L# is a functor from the category of inverse systems 
{ Yq, Aql q_>0} of R-modules to the category of R-modules. It is additive. 
Finally, let 
{ r;,~,} ~q}, {r~, ~1 {#---~L~) { Y;; ~7,} ,0 
be a right exact sequence of inverse systems, by which we mean that the sequences 
~q yq #___.~q yq Yq , '0 
of R-modules are right exact for all q. Then the induced sequence 
~{ r~,A'q} -*~:{ Yq, Rq} --).~{ Yq, Aq } -)0 
is also right exact, as one can verify by direct computation, or from the Remark 
below and [15]. This property of ~ will be referred to by saying that it is right exact. 
Remark. The functor 2" is isomorphic with the first right derived functor lim t of the 
functor lirn; but this fact will never be used in the sequel. 
6.3. Assume that B and B' are subgroups of a group G and he G is such that 
hBh-l <_ B'. Suppose that there exist ascending chains {B a ] q > 0} and {Bq~ q_> 0} of 
subgroups of B and B' respectively such that 
(i) s= U sq, s'= U s:,, 
(ii) hBqh -l <_Bq for all q. 
If R is a commutative rings with I :/:0, we obtain short exact sequences of RB-, 
respectively RB'-modules, as in (6. I). If the scalars are extended from RB and RB'  
respectively to RG,  conjugation by h will induce a morphism (ct,/~, y): 
0 , (~R(G/Bq) v , (~R(G/Bq) , R(G/B)  ' 0 
I I' I ,6, 
o , ®R(G/Bq)  , OR(G/Bq)  , R(G/B')  ,0 
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| p between the extended exact sequences. Explicitly, a(gBq)= hgh- Bq, and similarly 
for fl and y. The diagram (6.5) leads to a map between Mayer-Vietoris equences: 
' I-[ Hm(Bq, X)  (v')" FI Hm(Bq, X)  , H m+ I(B', X)  ,... 
ym 
' [ I  Hm(Bq, X )  ' 1-[ Hm(B~, X)  , Hm + ~(B, X )  . . . .  
The vertical maps can be identified by means of the following result, whose straight- 
forward proof is left to the reader. 
6.4. Lemma. Let G be a group, containing subgroups A and A', as well as an 
element h, with hAh -i <_A'. For every left RG-module X and m >_ O, the map 
c~ :t~^tmc~ R( G /A'), ,Y) --' EXt~G( R( G /A ), X), 
induced by ch : G/A --" G/A ; taking gA to hgh-lA', can be identified with 
(~, g/)*: Hm(A ', X)"* Hm(A, X), 
where(¢,C/):(A, xp "4',X) takesatohah- tandxtoh- lx .  [] 
6.5. After these preliminaries, we concentrate again on n-fold ascending HNN- 
extensions G =(B, tl . . . . .  tn) with base group B, as described in 5.3. Assume that B 
has finite cohomological dimension cdRB=d. Let gl . . . . .  gn be elements of G and 
suppose B,B 1 =g~lBg ..... Bn=g~IBgn admit ascending chains {Bq}, {B~} . . . . .  {Bq} 
of subgroups, satisfying the following requirements: 
(i) B=[.JBq, BI= 1 n_ . . . . .  B 
(ii) g[I. Bq. gi < Bq for all q and i; 
(iii) g71tiBqti-lgi<_Bq for all q and i; 
(iv) cdRBq<d for all q, and cdRBq<d for all q and i. 
Let X be a left RG-module, and consider the pairs 
(~,, ~,i) : (B, X)-- ,  (B', X) ,  
taking b ~ B to g71bg, ~ B i= g71Bgi and x ~ X to g,x E X; also consider the pairs 
(6', ~')  : (B, X)-,(B ~, X), 
sending b to g71tibtflg, and x to tflgi x (1 < i_< n). Because of requirements (ii) and 
(iii) these pairs give rise, in the obvious way, to pairs (~,  ~,~) and (6~, - i ~,q), and from 
these pairs we obtain a morphism between inverse systems as indicated in the next 
diagram. 
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n 
(~ H a- l(Bq, X) ((°b'~'D°-lffb'~b)'~ 
Res~ 
.q 
I=l 
, Ha-~tBq, X) --, Kq(X) --,o 
R~,~ [~" (6.6) 
' Hd-I(Bq_I,X) ""~Kq_I(X) "~0 
1 
The R-modules Kq(X) are defined to be the cokernels of the displayed maps, so the 
rows are exact. The left square commutes because all the pairs (~i, ~ui) and (if', o i)  
are derived, via Lemma 6.4, from maps Ch: G/Bq--'G/Biq of coset spaces, and the 
required commutativity is easily verified on the level of the corresponding squares of 
coset spaces: 
¢h 
G/Bq_ I ', G/B~_ l
I 1 Ch 
G/Bq ' G/Bq 
The squares on the right in (6.6) commute by the definition of the maps ).q. 
Diagram (6.6) is thus seen to be a right exact sequence of inverse systems. Since 
the functor L~ is right exact, it yields a right exact sequence 
~q~{ (~ H d- l(Bq, X), (~ Resq} --* .~q~{ O d- I(Bq, X) ,  Resq} 
"-* ~{Kq(X), 2q} -'*0. (6.7) 
Using the fact that ~ is additive, the term on the left can be rewritten as 
x) ,  ' Resq}. Since, by requirement (iv), d -  1 is an upper bound for 
the cohomological dimension of the approximating groups B~,Bq, the short exact 
sequence (6.2), together with our derivation of the Mayer-Vietoris equence for 
countable unions of groups, make it clear that (6.7) is isomorphic to the right exact 
sequence 
(~Ha(B ~, X) ((¢"~")*-(ff"~')') , Ha(B, X)--*Y'{Kq(X),)tq} --*0. (6.8) 
But, by Proposition 5.7 and Lemma 6.4, we know that the cokernel of the first map 
displayed above is naturally isomorphic to H a+'(G, X). Hence we have 
Proposition. The notation being as in 6.5, the groups n d+ n( G, X) and L~{Kq(X), ).q} 
are naturally isomorphic for every RG-module X. 
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6.6. A special case. Assume that G=AI ( t  I . . . . .  tn) is the split extension of an 
abelian group A, of torsion-free rank d -  l, by a free abelian group Q=(q ..... tn) 
of rank n. Suppose that A is finitely generated as a 7/Q-module (with Q-action defined 
via conjugation). Then the approximating subgroups Bq and B~, defined in 6.5, can 
all be taken to be finitely generated abelian groups of torsion-free rank d -1 .  
Assume, finally, that R is a commutative ring with 1 q:0, in which the orders of the 
torsion elements of A are invertible, e.g. R = Q. Let S be another ing with l ~ 0. 
Consider now a finitely generated subgroup A'<_A of torsion-free rank d -  1. 
Then the torsion subgroup T<_A' is finite. Spectral sequences, applied to the 
extension T~A'--,*A'/T, then give 
H a-  I(A, SA ') --- H d- I(A'/T, H°(T, SA'). 
As H°(T, SA ') is an S(A'/T)-module isomorphic with S(A'/T), and A' /T  is an 
orientable Poincar~ duality group over Z of dimension d -  1, being free abelian of 
rank d - I ,  we conclude that Hd-t (A,SA' )  is isomorphic to S, with trivial right 
action by A'. Take S = R. Then A' is a Poincar~ duality group over R of dimension 
d -  1, (applying Ths. 9.9 and 9.10 of [4], and induction), and the dualizing module 
H a- l(A', RA')= R has trivial right action by A'. 
6.7. Suppose now that M and P are two finitely generated abelian groups of rank 
d -  I, with M<_P. Let X be an RP-module, also regarded as an RM-module via 
restriction. Then the restriction map and the duality isomorphisms eM and ep give 
rise to a diagram 
Hd- I (p ,x )  
H d- I(P, RP)®Re X 
The map tr takes h®x to 
res 
, Hd- I (M,X ) 
' H d- I(M, RM)®RM X 
~, r(hri-I)®rix= r(h)® ~, rix, 
where {ri} is a transversal, containing l, of P rood M, and 
r :Ha- l (p,  Rp) = , Ha-I(M, RM); 
see [4, 5.3]. Note that H d- I(P, RP)®ReX=X/ IP .  X=Ho(P, X). 
6.8. Suppose now that we have three finitely generated abelian groups of torsion- 
free rank d -  1: M,N  and P, with M<_P,N<P. Next, suppose that P is a subgroup 
of a group G, which contains an element , such that N=tMt  -l. Let X be an 
RG-module, regarded as an RG-module, both via the inclusion Mc.,G, and the 
monomorphism (c t ) . :M  =,N~G,  where the first map ct is the isomorphism 
defined by ct(m)=tmt-k Define a pair of maps (c~, ~) : (M, X)--, (P, X) by 
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c~(m)=tmt -l and ~u(x)=t-tx. Denote by Jep/M the map that sends x+IP .X  to 
~{p'~eP/M}+IM.X ,  where the symbols {p 'eeP /M} denote a system of 
representatives for P mod M. We choose the isomorphisms R = H a- I(P, RP) and 
R=Ha-I(M, RM) in such a way that the composition: R=Ha- i (p,  RP) r 
H a- I(M, RM)=R is the identity. Then the following square commutes: 
(c : ,  w)* -  res 
H a- I(p, X) , H a- I(M, X) 
X/ IP .  X , X / IM .  X 
(6.9) 
Here, sgn(t) = _ 1. It is not hard to prove (but unnecessary for the sequel) that sgn(t) 
can be explicitly identified as the sign of the determinant of the automorphism 
defined by c~ on the rationalization •®z P of P. 
6.9. Next, let Bo<_A be a finitely generated subgroup, satisfying the two conditions: 
(i) Bo has maximal torsion-free rank d -  1; 
(ii) Bo contains a set of ZG-module generators for A. 
(Recall that A is assumed to be a finitely generated ZG-module.) Choose an 
ascending chain 
Bo <-Bt <-B2 <- ... <_Bq ... (6.10) 
of finitely generated groups, such that 
B = U Bq-/t J l , J2 tin. tnJn t~J2tlJl -x- i  "2 "'" Bo . . . .  I O<_ji and 1 <_i<_n>. (6.11) 
Then, ttBt/-l<<_B for i= 1 . . . . .  n, and so conjugation by t, induces an injective ndo- 
morphism ri. As G is generated by {B0, tl . . . . .  tn}, by condition (ii), G =(B, ti . . . . .  tn> 
is an n-fold ascending HNN-extension, (see the discussion in 5.3). 
Next, we define B i and B~ by 
Bi=tf-IBti and Bq=tf-IBqti •Bq. (6.12) 
Then, UB~ tf-I([.JBq)t, [.JBq=Bi.B=Bi, Bq<_Biqand -I i = • t i Bqtt<_.B q.Hence the re- 
quirements (i), (ii) and (iii) of Subsection 6.5 will be satisfied if one takes g, = ti. 
Requirement (iv) is equally well satisfied, since cdRBq = cdRBq = d -  1. 
If X is a left RG-module, the pairs (~', ~,i): (B, X)--, (B', X), defined in 6.5, are 
induced by conjugation by t7 l, while the pairs (qS t, ~' ) :  (B, X)--,(B i, X) are just 
restrictions. The maps (q~b, i , -i - i  . v/q) - (¢q, ~uq) appearing in the definition of Kq(X), as 
given in diagram (6.6), are therefore xactly as envisaged in Subsection 6.8, setting 
t= t, "l =g/-t. Hence Kq(X) can be written as 
Kq(X)=coker(,=(~l g/IBq, g sgn(t')t'~'aq/t'-'acr'-~'ab/a¢'X/IBq. ) .  
(6.13) 
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The modules Kq(X) belong to an inverse system with maps Aq:Kq(X)--'Kq_l(X), 
induced by 
trq: X/IBq. X ' X/IBq_ l • X. (6.14) 
These formulations, together with Proposition 6.5, yield the following theorem, a
corner stone for our computation of the cohomological dimension of finitely 
generated metabelian groups. 
6.10. Theorem. Let G be a finitely generated metabelian group and a split 
extension of  an abelian group A, of  torsion-free rank d -  1, by a free abelian group 
Q =<tt ..... t,) of rank n. Let Bo<A be a finitely generatedsubgroup of torsion-free 
rank d -  1, which contains a set of ZG-module generators for A. Define Bq and B~ 
by (6.10), (6.11), (6.12). Let R be a commutative ring with 1 ~0, in which the orders 
of the torsion elements of A are invertible. For X an arbitrary left RG-module, 
define R-modules Kq(X) by (6.13), and maps 2q by (6.14). Then 
H d+ n(G, X) = ~{Kq(X), 2q}, 
where Lr is the functor defined in 6.2. 
6.11. Our further calculations will all be based upon the above theorem, and X will 
always be the module 
X= R(G/<tl ..... tn)). 
Recall that G =A 1 <tl . . . . .  t.>, and that the coset space G/<t !..... t.) can, therefore, 
be identified with A, where a cA operates by left multiplication on ,4 (as expected), 
J~ J~ is made to act by left conjugation on ,4. This action defines while an element t I --- tn 
a RG-module, which, by a slight abuse of notation, we simply write as RA. Then 
RA/IBq. RA = R(A/Bq), 
(since A is commutative), and similarly for RA/IBq. RA. Hence, Kq(RA) becomes 
coker(,=~ I R(A/Bq) (sgn(t')'t"~'s~/'r'a't'-~*g~/ao' ,R(A/Bg)). 
We shall view this cokernel as given by a presentation of the R-module Kg(RA): it is 
generated by a set A/Bq, and has the defining relators 
sgn(t,),A'Bq, hBqt-i/Bq, t ixt i  -I -- JVBb/BqX, (6.15) 
where 1 <_i<_n, and x runs over the set A/B~. In the above, we used the fact that 
t,(~ VBb/t-I Sqt, X)t i'l = ~t,B~t,-I /Bqt iXt Z 1, 
and the definition of Bq as t[iBqti • Bq. The bonding maps ).q (6.14) of the inverse 
system {Kq(RA), 3.q} are induced by multiplication by the norms JVnq/Bq_ ~. 
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7. Auxiliary results 
According to Theorem 6.10, the cohomology group Hd+n(G, RA) can be shown 
to be non-zero if one can succeed in verifying that the image Le{Kq(RA), ;tq} of the 
inverse system 
)-2 )-l 
• "" ' K2(RA) ' Kl(RA) ' Ko(RA) 
is non-zero. We have been able to carry out this program, subject o the following 
strong hypothesis. 
7.1. Hypothesis. There exists a subset ~ '  of  a set of  representatives for A/B,  such 
that, for every q>_0, the canonical image of  d ' .  B/BqCA/Bq is a basis of  
rq=/Cq(RA) 
=coker(~=l R(A/B  ~) (sgn(t')t")"b/t'-taqt'-')nbmq) 'R(A/Bq)) .  (7.1) 
Proposition 7.2 below implies that Hypothesis 7.1 indeed entails ~{ Yq, ;tq} :# 0. It 
is phrased in a more general context, so as to reveal more clearly the mechanism of 
the proof. Lemmas 7.4 and 7.5 are helpful in verifying Hypothesis 7.1 in the one- 
dimensional case, (treated in Section 8), and in the case of Abels' example 
(Section 9). 
7.2. Proposition. Let { Yq, ;tq, q > 0} be an inverse system of R-modules atisfying 
the three conditions: 
(i) each Yq is free on an infinite set Sq; 
(ii) for each q there exists a surjection oq:Sq-* Sq+ I, all of  whose fibers 
LOql(Sq+ I), (Sq+ 1E Sq+ 1), are finite, and such that ;to+ t: Yq+ l "" Yq is given by the 
formula 
;tq+ l(sq+ i) = {sq o l(sq+ 0}; 
o o o (iii) there exists an element S°o~ So, giving rise to a sequence st = Oo(So), = • .. ,Sq+ 1 
Oq(S °) . . . . .  such that all the fibers -I o Oq (Sq+ 1) have at least two elements. 
Then Le{ Yq, ;tq} *:0. 
o o o Proof. We claim that the sequence (So, Sl,S2 .... ) has no preimage under the map 
;t. : II rq-. l-I 
that takes (Yo,Yl .... ) to (Yo-;tlYl, Y l -  ;t2Y2 .... ). For, suppose that the equations 
0 yo- ; t ty l=s  ° . . . . .  yq - - ; tq+lYq+l=Sq . . . .  
could be solved simultaneously. Applying the map ;tl,l.2 "" ;tq to the q-th equation, 
and summing over all images o obtained, from q = 0 to m - I, we get the equations 
yo_;tl;t2...;tmYm=Sg+;tlSOl.t_;tl;t250+ ....t_ ;t i;t2 0 • "" ;t,,, _ ISm- l" (7.2),,, 
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The supports of the summands on the right side are contained in the support of the 
last summand, which is 
Ooi( "'" (Qm~ 2(Lo7~ I(s °- I)))""), (7.3)m 
and contains, by virtue of (iii), at least m elements. Since Y0 is fixed, there exists a 
least index, say m, such that the set (7.3)m is not any longer contained in supp(y0). 
t Jt Then (7.2)m can only be true if ym~0. But, if Sm and s,,, are distinct elements in 
t 
supp(ym), then the supports of At'" AmSm and 2~.-- Ares,, are disjoint, and none of 
these supports are contained in (7.3)m. Hence we again have a contradiction. [] 
7.3. Corollary. l f  Bq ~ Bq + i for all q, Hypothesis 7.1 implies that H d + "(G, RA) #: O. 
Proof .  By assumption, Kq(RA) is free on the image of Sq=~".B/Bq. Let 
~)q : Sq ~ Sq + I be induced by the canonical projection B/Bq ~ B/Bq + t .  Then ~Oq is not 
bijective. Next, 2q + 1: R(Sq + !)~ R(Sq) is induced by the norm map 
JiBq+l/B q R(A/Bq+ ,) , R(A/Bq). 
The fact that Sq = d'. B/Bq contains, together with an element a'. bBq, the full coset 
a'. bBq+ i/Bq, implies that Aq+l can likewise be described by the norm map. As the 
latter is clearly of the form described in hypothesis (ii) of Proposition 7.2, this 
proposition implies that ~{Yq, A#} ~0, which, by Theorem 6.10, is equivalent to 
Ha+n(G, RA)~O. [] 
7.4. Lemma. Let U= R(Z) be a free R-module on a set Z. Consider the elements 
oi = ~ ri(z). Z e R(Z) 
zeZ 
of R(Z), indexed by a set L (Each function ri : Z ~ R has finite support). Assume 
that there exists a function to : I~{~,>} into a well-ordered set {D,>} and a 
function I--, Z, taking i to zi, such that 
(i) for every i e I, the coefficient ri(zi) e R is a unit; 
(ii) for every pair (i, j )  of distinct elements in I, with to(i) <_ to(j), the coefficient 
r,(zy) = 0. 
Then Z'= {ui [ ieI} U (Z\  {z, I /e l})  isabasis for U=R(Z). (Theelementszi, ieI,  
will be called replaceable.) 
Proof. Let U'<_U be the submodule generated by Z'. If U':~U, the set 
{to(i) Iz, ~ U'} C D has a minimal element, say to(j). But, 
oj = rj(z~)z~ + ~, b(z)z,  
z*zj 
and, by (i) and (ii), we can solve for zj and deduce that it lies in U', which is 
impossible. Next, we suppose that a non-trivial linear combination of elements of Z' 
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is zero, say 
~, {s,o, li~I}+ ~ {szzlz~Z\{z, liel}}=o. 
Choose an index j with sj *: 0, such that ¢a(j) is the largest element of {eJ(i)Is, :# 0}, 
and substitute oi = ~ ri(z)z in the above equation. By (ii), the coefficient of z/ in the 
resulting linear combination of elements of Z is then s/. rj(zj), which, according to 
(i), is non-zero. This contradicts the linear independence of the set Z. [] 
7.5. Lemma. Let U be an R-module, and rtl, rr2 two projections, (i.e. R-linear 
endomorphisms satisfying it 2 = hi). 
(a) i f  rt2(im rtl)c_im rtt, the composite map rt2rrl induces, by passage to the 
quotients, an isomorphism 
( / t  2 7/ ! )*  : U/ker n i + ker n2 - '  (im n i tq im nz)/nz n i (ker rr,). 
(b) I f  rr2nl = rtt rt2rtt = rt2nt n2, the composite n2nt induces, by passage to the 
quotient, an isomorphism 
(n2n0.  : U/ker rt, + ker n2 - '  im ntfqim n2. 
The obvious inclusion induces the inverse map. 
Proof. (a) From the inclusion n2(im nt)__im rcl it follows that im n2nl 
imntN imnv Since rczrttu=u for every u~im~hNimn2,  it follows that rr2rrl 
induces, by passage to quotients, a surjection 
(n2n0.  : U/ker rq + ker n2 --' (ira rq fl im ~z2)/n2rq(ker n2). 
This map is injective, for if u ~ U represents an element in its kernel, there exists a 
u~ ~ ker n2, with rt2rttu = n27tlUl. But then 
u = (u -  nlu) + (n~u-  rq u0 + (nt u t -  ut) + ut 
ker rt~ + ker n2+ ker rt~ + kern 2. 
(b) This follows immediately from (a), upon noting that rtzrcl=zttTtgTrl 
implies n2( imrrOCimnl and /tZTtl=/tZ/ti/t2 implies R27tl(1--It2)=O, i.e. 
nznx(kern2)=O. [] 
8. The one-dimensional  case 
In this section we shall prove a slightly expanded version of Theorem B: 
8.1. Theorem. l f  G=NIC  is an extension of  a nilpotent group N of finite Hirsch 
number by an infinite cyclic group C, the following statements imply each other: 
(a) G is constructible; 
(b) G is finitely presented; 
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(b') G is of type (FP)., with respect o •; 
(b") G is of type (FP)~. with respect o ©; 
(c) cdz~G = hG < ~. 
8.2. Preliminary reduction. The implications "(a) = (b)" and "(b) = (b')'" are well 
known. If, next, G is of type (FP)2 with respect o some commutative ring R, a 
spectral sequence argument, based on the finiteness criterion of Bieri-Eckmann, 
allows one to infer that G is of type (FP)® over the ring R, (see [3, p. 264, Prop.]). In 
particular, we see that (b") follows from (b'). It is not known whether the condition 
that G be of type (FP)~, entails that G be of finite cohomological dimension with 
respect o Q, but the over-all hypothesis that G have finite Hirsch number implies 
that cdz~G = hG + 1 be finite, and then "type (FP),. over ©" implies that G is finitely 
generated and cdQG -- hdz~G = hG < ~ (cf. [4, Th. 4.6, Prop. 7.11 and 7.131). So, we 
are left with proving that (c)=(a). By [12, Th. B], G is finitely generated, hence 
countable. By Theorem A, h(Nab ~ C) = cd~(Nab ~ C), and, by [8], G is constructible 
if Nab 1C is constructible. 
Let R be a commutative ring with- 1 :~0. We shall prove that cdR(Nab~C)> 
h(Nab 1 C) whenever Nab t C is finitely generated and not constructible. If A = Nab has 
R-torsion, i.e. if there exists an aeA whose order is finite but not a unit of R, then 
cdR(Nab 1 C) = ~.  Assume henceforth that A has no R-torsion, (if R = © this holds 
automatically). So suppose that ¢3 is the split extension of a finitely generated 
Z(t)-module A of finite torsion-free rank ro(A)=d-  1 by an infinite cyclic group 
(t>, and suppose that d =A t (t> is not constructible. This last assumption amounts 
to the following: whenever B~ is a finitely generated subgroup containing a set of 
Z(t)-module generators of A, then 
| t t t t t 
t-  Bot. Bo~ Bo~: Bo. tBo t-I (8.1) 
8.3. Definition of B and the Bq. Let Bo<_A be a finitely generated subgroup. 
Define, as in 6.9, subgroups Bq and B by putting 
Bq=(Bo, tBo t-I ..... tqBot-q) and B= U {Bqlq>O }. (8.2) 
The next lemma guarantees that B0 can always be chosen in a special manner, that 
will be important for the sequel. 
Lemma. There exists a finitely generated subgroup Bo <_A such that: 
(i) Bo has torsion-free rank d -  1; 
(ii) Bo contains a set of Z (t )-module generators of A; 
(iii) for every q > O, conjugation by t q induces an isomorphism 
c:  : BI/Bo---:-* Bq + I /Bq,  
and the obvious inclusions induce an isomorphism 
t -IB~ t/Bo -* t -IBq + I t/Bq. 
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Proof. Let B6 be a finitely generated group fulfilling (i) and (ii). Then B[/B6 and 
t-tB[t/B6 are finitely generated torsion groups, hence finite. Conjugation by t 
induces a chain of maps 
Ct ¢t 
B~/B~ "B~/BI "B'3/B~ ..... 
which are clearly surjective. Since B~/Bo is finite, there is an I> 1 such that they are 
all isomorphisms from Bt/Bt-1 onward. Similarly, the obvious inclusions lead to a 
chain of surjections 
t -IB~ t/B~ --~ t - I B~ t/B'l ~ t -IB~ t/B~ . . . .  
of finite groups, which must become a chain of isomorphisms after the m-th term, 
say. Let B0 = Bmax¢t, m~. Then Bq = B~ + maxCt, m~, and so B0 is a finitely generated group 
with the desired properties. [] 
From now on we shall assume that Bo denotes a finitely generated subgroup of A, 
satisfying (i), (ii) and (iii) of the previous lemma. 
8.4. Choice o f  representatives. The fact that t-IBttq:Bo, guaranteed by (8.1), 
allows us to describe the R-modules Kq(RA) in a neat way, (with the help of Lemma 
7.4). In order to do so, let .z/1 be a set of representatives, including 1, of t-ZB1t/Bo, 
and ~z a set of representatives, incuding 1, of Bz/Bo. For q_>2, set 
~¢'q=t-q+l~ltq-I and ~q=tq-1~l t  -q+l. (8.3) 
By the first part of property (iii), ~q represents the cosets of Bq/Bq_ 1. From the 
second part of (iii), one first deduces that the obvious inclusions induce a bijection 
t - lB~t /B~t - tBt /B .  Hence d l  represents t - lBt /B  and, more generally, ~q 
represents t-qBtq/t -q+ IBtq-i. Now let 
..u'÷ = U ~:," .~3..- ~k (8.4) 
k~:2 
be the union of the indicated product of subsets of A, and, similarly, set 
"~q= k~Jl ~'~q+l" "~q+2 "'° ~q+k" (8.5) 
Then d=~z/i ~+ represents A/B;  ~q represents B/Bq and Zq=~¢. ~q represents 
A/Bq. 
8.5. Explicit presentation of  Kq(RA). By Subsection 6.11, the R-modules Kq(RA) 
can be presented by generators and defining relators: as generators take Zq = ~-  ~q, 
which represents he elements of A/Bq, and as defining relators pick 
Ox(q) = sg n (t) v t nq. tBqt -l/Oq tXt - z _ jr "Oq. t-taq t/Oq X, (8.6) 
where x runs over a set of representatives of A/t -ZBqt • Bq, yet to be defined. First, 
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Bq. tBqt -I =Bq+ 1, and so one can choose 
~Bq.tBqt-,/Sq = ~ {bq+ I1 bq+ I e S~q+ 1}" 
Next, Bq. t-I Bqt = t-l Bq+ it, which allows the choice 
J}Bq.t-IBql/Bq = ~ {al lal e~l} .  
Thirdly, take lq=~ +. ~q. Because of property (iii) in Lemma 8.3, we have 
t[qt-l=Gg.~q+l, and so Iq represents the elements of A/t-lBq+d. With these 
choices of the norms and the representatives of A/t-~Bq+~t, he operations 
indicated in formula (8.6) lead to an element Ox, which is an R-linear combination of 
elements of Zq = d-  C/q. The defining relators of Kq(RA) can therefore be explicitly 
described as 
Vi.q=sgn(t). ta+ t-l. (~q.,,~q.,bq+ t). tdqt-I- ~ al. a÷. (8.7) 
where 
i=a+.dq+lq=~/+~q. 
8.6. In order to apply Lemma 7.4 to the presentation of Kq(RA), described above, 
we have to single out the replaceable lements Zi.q in the supports of the elements 
V~q, and then define a suitable map coq:Iq---.{Dq,>} into a well-ordered set 
{Dq, > }. First, observe that one has inclusions 
Io D II D I2 D"" 
ZoDZIDZ2D... 
Next, ~l  is a finite set, say with p> 1 elements. Choose Oi : s~l "-* {0, 1 . . . . .  p -  1} to 
be a bijection, mapping 1 ~ o~ 1 to O, and define ~q: dq ~ {0, 1 . . . . .  p - 1 } by 
Oq(aq) = q)l(t q- laqtl-q), for q~ 1. Then use these numberings to define a function 
¢o : ZI ---, N by 
co(a1 a2a3"" bt b2b3"") = ~ Oq(aq)p q, (8.8) 
q=l 
and define ¢oq:Iq--, N, for q_> 1, as the obvious restriction of co. (N designates the 
non-negative integers.) Since co is defined both on the elements of lq and of Zq, we 
can compare the value of i=a+dqe~l+~q with the values of the elements of the 
support of V~q. One has 
co(i) = co(a + dq) = co(a2a3 "" dq) = ~ ~q((lq) . pq, 
q=2 
co(ta + t -I. bq+l" tdqt-t) = ~ ¢q(aq). pq-I = + co(i) 
q=2 
and 
co(a I a +dq) = ~Ol(al) + co(i). 
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Consequently, the maximal value of the elements in the support of otq is 
p -1  +o( i ) ,  and the maximum is assumed only once, namely for the element 
a+tlldq, where at=C~-l(p - 1). If this element is declared to be the replaceable 
element Z~q in the support of O~q, the hypotheses of Lemma 7.4 are easily seen to 
hold. Hence the relators o~q can be used to eliminate the replaceable basis elements, 
and the canonical image of 
~'"  ~? = (~/l-  {al })" ,a/+- ~q (8.9) 
is therefore a basis of Kq(RA). But then Kq(RA) satisfies Hypothesis 7.1, and, since 
Bq:/:Bq+l (by (8.1) and Lemma 8.3 (iii)), Corollary 7.3 finishes the proof. 
9. A finitely presented torsion-free metabelian group with cd~G> hG 
9.1. Definition of  the group. Let Q be a free abelian group on {tt, t2} and p > 1 a 
natural number; let A be a 7/Q-module, with additive group 
and with Q-action given by 
t l . (X,y,z)=(px,  y/p,z),  tz . (x ,y ,z )=(x,y /p ,  z), 
the triple (x, y, z) running over Z[~] 3. The split extension 
G ~ = G~(p) =A IQ=A 1 (tl, t2) (9.1) 
is a torsion-free metabelian group with Hirsch number hG = 5. It is generated by the 
five elements 
al=(O,O,l), a2=(l,O,O), a3=(0,1,0), tl, t2. 
and is finitely related, by virtue of the next lemma. 
9.2. Lemma. Let ~ be the family o f  10 relations: 
= {tzaltt  I =al,t la2t~ 1=aP, haPt t  I =a3, 
t2al t2 i = a p, t2a2t21 = a2, t2aP t2 i = a3, 
[ab a2] = [al,a~] = [a2,a3] = [tl,t2] = 1}. 
Then the map f rom the free group, generated by al,a2,a3, tl,t2, into G:I(p)= 
A t (tl, t2) induces an isomorphism 
x : (al,a2,a3, tl,t2; ~)=G[~(p)=A ~(tl,t2). 
Proof. Let G be the group defined by the displayed presentation, and set N= 
(al, a2, 83) G (the normal closure of (at, 82, 83) in G). The verification that x induces 
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an isomorphism x . :  G/[N,N]  - ,  G~(p) is straightforward. So, it remains to show 
that N is abelian. Let 
A, = (a,> Q = (t( ~ tt2Za, t2t2tl -tl] (ll, 12) E 272> ~ G, 
where i = 1, 2, 3. Clearly A i and `4 2 are abelian. As to A 3, observe that for q l, q2 E Q,  
one can always find q3~ Q such that q3ql and q3q2 are products of non-positive 
powers tJ j of t : , j= 1,2. Then 
• p#l  /11 q3[qt a3q~ z, qza3q2t]qf  t [q3qt a3q~lq31, q3qza3qztq3 I] = la , a p | = I, 
where both m>0 and n>0.  Hence, A3 is also abelian. That A t, ,42, A3 commute 
with each other, is shown by the following manipulations: 
• .Ore+ rml ,fruit_ ,ra,n_ , -n , -ml , - Im[  [al,t~n+lmla2tlm-lml] tal,a2 ] = 1, "l iU l ' J l  ~2u2"2 tl l*l = = 
t,-Iml-I.Ita,, t~'t~a3 t f " t?" ] t l  ml + l~l = [ai, a~ . . . . .  i-I÷ .l] = 1, 
i= 1,2. [] 
9.3. Remark. The group G ~ = G~(p) is a metabelian quotient of Abels' finitely 
presented matrix group G #_< GL(4, 7/[1]), consisting of all matrices of the form 
pm , 
0 pn 
0 0 
where • denotes arbitrary elements of Z[1]. (Abels' proof holds equally well for a 
natural number p, instead of a prime). A projection n: G#"-~G is obtained by 
taking q, t  2 to be the images of the diagonal matrices d iag( l ,p - t , l , l )  and 
diag(l, 1, p- i ,  1) respectively, and sending 
l X23 X24 
0 I 134 
0 0 
to  (xI2, X23, X34) EZ[113=A. Since G # is known to be finitely related, G must be 
finitely related, by virtue of [7, Theorem B]. 
9.4. The cohomological dimensions cdzG [~ and cdzG*. It is easy to see that 
6 = cdzG ~ > hG~ = 5; (9.2) 
indeed, H6(G ~, 7_) can be shown to be non-trivial, by applying the same method as 
was used in [2, Gegenbeispiel (4.2)]. Incidentally, the inequalities (9.2) answer in the 
negative a question posed in [2, p. 236]. 
However, the results established in [2] do not suffice to determine cdzG#: if 
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N<G denotes the (maximal) normal nilpotent subgroup consisting of all strictly 
upper triangular matrices, then 
6 
re(N, z )= zt- l  = 
and tt, e.g., operates by multiplication by p- i  on H6(N,Z). So, H6(N,Z) is a cyclic 
ZQ-module, and HP(G *, X )= 0 for all ZG #-modules X whose action factors over 
G#-=))Q, (see [4, Th. 7.15]). We shall show below that H6(G~,RA)@O for every 
commutative ring R with 1 ~ 0. Corollary A1 will then give 
cdzG # >- cd~G * = 9 > 8 = hG #. (9.3) 
Note that G # is not constructible, for G # has an infinitely generated centre, and, 
therefore, cannot satisfy max-n ;  by [8, Cot. B], the quotient G ~ of G # cannot be 
constructible either. 
9.5. The cohomological dimension cdRG ~ . In order to establish (9.3), we will again 
make use of the results in Sections 6 and 7. In contrast to the one-dimensional case, 
treated in Section 8, our verification of the hypotheses of Corollary 7.3, via Lemmas 
7.4 and 7.5, will rely on a number of specific features of the group defined in 9.1. To 
underline these features, we shall proceed axiomatically. 
9.6. Assumptions. Suppose G=A 1 (t~, t2) is a finitely generated split extension of 
an abelian group A by the free abelian group (t l ,t  2) of rank two. Assume, in 
addition, that A has torsion-free rank ro (A)=d- I ,  and contains a finitely 
generated subgroup B0 with the following properties (P1)-(P5). 
(P1) B0 has torsion-free rank d -  1. 
(P2) B0 contains a set of Z(tl,  t2>-module generators of A. 
(P3) Bo" tiBot~ -I = Bo" t2Bot2 I. 
Set Bq=(Bo, tiBot~ i . . . . .  tqBot~ q) and B=UqB q. Observe that Bq+t=Bq.ttBqt7 z, 
i = 1, 2, q_> 1; furthermore, t ! Bt~ 1 <_ B and t2Bt~ 1 < B. Set A I = Uq t~ qBt q. 
(P4) There exists a set of representatives rill, including 1 cA,  of t~lBt l /B which 
is elementwise fixed by conjugation by t2. 
(P5) There exists a set of representatives d21, including 1 cA,  of t{iBt2/B which 
is left elementwise fixed by conjugation by tl. 
9.7. Verification of  the assumptions for  example 9.1. In dealing with this concrete 
example, we shall continue to use additive notation for the subgroup A. Take Bo to 
be the finitely generated group 
B0 = Z(~) Zt~) Z-< Z[I](~) z[ l ] t~ z[ l ]  = A, (9.4) 
where 7/_<Z[~] is the canonical inclusion. Then (P1) and (P2) hold. Next, 
1 
Bo" tlBot? l = Z~Z~Z =B0- tzBot21, 
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which proves (P3); 
B= ZG7/[ / ]GZ,  t?lBtl_ I 1 7z®z[7]®z, 
1 l 1 ,4, = z [ l l®z[~]®Z,  t;'A'tz=Z[-Yl®Z[7]® 7 Z. 
So, (P4) and (P5) will hold if we take 
~q¢'ll ~" {(hlp, O,O) lO<_h <p},  
and 
~/2~ = {(0, O, hlp) lO<_h<p}. 
9.8. Explicit description of Kq(RA). 
In the above example, it is easily seen that B0 has the additional property: 
(P3') For every q> 1, conjugation by t q and by t~ induce isomorphisms 
Bi/Bo-=-~ Bq+ l/Bq, 
and the obvious inclusions induce bijections 
tTIBit,/Bo---~ tTiBq+lti/Bq, i= 1,2. 
Moreover, dl i  ~ tllBltl,~¢21 ~ t21Blt2. 
In the general case, conjugation by tl will produce a chain of surjections: 
BI/Bo--~B2/BI ---B3/B2--~ .... 
All quotients Bq+ i/Bq are finitely generated torsion groups, and hence finite. Thus, 
there exists an index i such that all maps beyond Bt+l/Bt are isomorphisms. 
Similarly, the obvious inclusions lead to a chain of surjections: 
t~IBitl/Bo-.~ t~lB2tl/Bi --~ ... 
of finite groups, which must become a chain of isomorphisms after the m-th term, 
say. Since 
Bmax(t, ra)" tlBmax(t,m)tt I = Bmax(t,m)+ l = Bmax(t,m)" t2Bmax(t,m)t21, 
all six conditions (P*) will be satisfied if we start out with B0 = Bmax(t,m) instead of the 
original Bo. Then, conjugation by ti will induce isomorphisms 
Bq+lla q - ' ,Bq  + 2 / .~q + i 
and the natural maps 
tT' B, tilBo ~ t/"l~q+ ltilBq 
will be bijections. By enlarging/i 0,if need be, we can assume that ~'ii ~ t{~Bitt, and 
.aCzl ~ t~IB It z. We shall therefore assume that the original Bo has been chosen in such 
a way that (P3') holds. 
Now we are ready to specify coset representatives. For every q_  1, pick a set aCq of 
representatives, including I cA ,  of Bq/Bq_ i, and set 
C.~q_~-- R:~UI "~q+ 1" '~q+2 "'" ~q+k" 
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Then .~q represents B/Bq. Next, t I Bt[l<_ B, and hence conjugation by t~ -q induces a
bijection 
t?lBtl/B--=-" t? ~- IBt q+ I/t?qBtq. 
Set 
oa/lq=tl-%dllt q-I and all+= [.J ~12.~'13...dlq. 
q-2 
Then ova is elementwise fixed by conjugation by t2, and d l=~' l ld  ~" represents 
AI/B. Finally, from t2Btf I<_B it follows that conjugation by t~-qinduces a bijection 
t2 tAt t2 - -~ t2 q- IA I t~ + I/t 2 qA I t~. 
In addition, the obvious inclusions induce a bijection t{lBtz/B ~ t21A t2/A. Set 
~2q=tl2-q~21t~-I and z¢~= U.,~Z2",~/23-"J~/2q. 
qm2 
Then d~- is elementwise fixed by conjugation by t t, and d2=d21~/~ represents 
A/A t. We conclude that 
Zq = s~' 2 • M[ I • Cjq (9.5) 
represents A/Bq. 
We now come to the explicit presentation f Kq(RA). As generators, we take the 
elements of Zq= :g2dl ~q. Since, by (P3') and (P4), the set Iq= ~/2d~2q represents 
A/(t~-IBqtz •Bq), we can choose as our first type of relators the elements 
Oioq= sgn(tl)J~Bq.tlBqt?l/Bqtlitl I -- Ji/Bq.t?lBqtl/Bqi 
=sgn(tl)'a2"tla~t~l" ( ~. bq+,)(tldqt~')" 
bq+lEJlq*l 
-a2(aH~,u all)a~d q, (9.6) 
where i= a2a~dq and (tldqt[l)" designates the representative • ~q+ ! of the coset 
eB/Bq+I containing ttdqt? I. Note that o/,u is indeed a linear combination of 
elements of Zq = s¢2~¢! ~q. Similarly, one obtains 
W:.q=sgn(t2)t2a~t21"al(b,÷,~_~q÷ bq+l)(t2dqt21)'-C~,,~azl)a~aldq, 
where j=  a~aldq runs over Jq= d~l  ~q, which represents A/(tflBqt2. Bq). These 
assertions can be checked, using (P3') and (P5). 
9.9. Application of Lemma 7.4. Suppose that ~11 has Pl and dzt has P2 elements. 
In order to apply 7.4, we shall assume: 
(P6) #(all1)> 1 and #(-~12)> 1.
This is true for example 9.1, where pl=p2=p>l. For i=l or 2, choose 
ed:di l ' - '{0,1 ..... pi--l} tO be a bijection, mapping l~dix to 0, and define 
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¢,q:~,q--{0, l . . . . .  p ; -  1} by 
q~,q(a,q) = q~il (t, I - q aiq ti q- I) 
for q > 1. Use these numbcrings to define the function 
oJ : Z l = :g 2 sl i ~ l -~ iN x iN , 
where IN denotes the non-negative integers, by 
oJ(a21a22.")(allal2..')(blb2...)=(~=lq~2q(a2q)p~,~lq~lq(alq)pq ). (9.7) 
Order D = IN x IN lexicographicaUy b  setting 
(m,n)<(m',n')  ,~ either m<m' ,  or m=m'  and m<n' .  
Then ~ is well ordered. Next, use co to define ¢Olq: lq--*f2 and w2q: Jq-*f2 as being 
the obvious restrictions. Since co is defined on the elements of lq, J¢ as well as Zq, we 
can compare the value of i = a2a~d qE [q, respectively j = a~aldq ~ Jq, with the values 
of the elements of the support of o~q, respectively Wj.q. In a manner similar to 8.6, 
one obtains for w( i )= (m, n), 
w(a2. tl a{ t~ I. bq+ i(tl dqt7 I) ") ~- (m, n/pl), 
w(a2" al l"  a~.  dq) = (m, 011(an) + n), 
and for ¢o(j)=(m',n'), one has 
oJ(t2a~ t2 1" al " bq+ i(t2dqtfZ) ") = (m'/p2, n'), 
oJ(a21" a~ . al" dq) = (q~:l(a21) +m" n'). 
One proceeds, in a manner analogous to 8.6, by declaring the replaceable element in 
the support of vi.q, respectively Wj.q, to be the element with maximal value, and one 
finds, by means of Lemma 7.4, that R(Zq) has two direct sum decompositions: 
R(Zq)  -~- Vq(~ R(~¢2(-~ll - {all }) , .~ • C~q = Vq(~ e(Z iq )  (9.8. l) 
and 
R(Zq) = Wq~R(~21 - {aal })~" • s/l. ~q = Wq~R(Z2q). (9.8.2) 
Here, Vq, respectively Wq, is the submodule generated by the relators oi.q, 
respectively w/,q, and, for h = 1,2, ahl is the element of s/n~, with ¢~h~(Oh~) =Ph-- 1. 
9.10, Application o f  Lemma 7.5. Let nlq:R(Zq)-~R(Zq) be the projection having 
Vq, as defined in (9.8.1), as its kernel, and R(ZIq) as its image; similarly, let n2q be 
the projection with kernel Wq and image R(Z2q). We shall prove that 7tlq and ~ 
commute. Once this has been verified, Lemma 7.5(ii) applies, and yields an 
isomorphism: 
R(Z~qn Z2q) = im 7[iqN im n~--=-* R(Zq)/Vq + Wq---:-, Kq(RA), 
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induced by the inclusion Zlql")Z2q ~ Zq. Note that 
Zlq[") Z2q = (~21 -- {a21 })':aef ("~¢'11 -- {a l l  })'a/~ " C..~q ____. d~/'. ~q,  
where ~ '  does not depend on q. Suppose, at last: 
(P7) BomB1 = Bo" hBot~ -z 
Then Bq~e Bq + t, because of (P3'), and we get from Proposition 7.3 the long awaited 
inequality 
H a+ 2(G, RA) ~: O. 
For our example 9.1, the requirement (P7) is satisfied for B0 given by (9.4), and this 
permits us to conclude that cdRG [~ = 6. 
9.11. We are left with verifying the commutativity of nlq and 7t2q. As the second 
index q will he fixed in the sequel, we shall mostly suppress it. During the course of 
our verification, we shall make use of (Pl)  up to (P5), including (P3'). It suffices to 
show that n i n2z = n2 n~ z for every z e Z. This equality is obvious if z e ZI N Z2. If  z 
has the form 
z=a l l .a f  .d=a11. i  (de ,q ) ,  
we re-express it as follows: 
Z m (Z q- Oi)-- 0 i-~ 0l--~-- Oi, 
where 
ct=sgn(tt)(tla~t~l) • (~ bq+l)" (ttdt{-I) ", f l=(~'a l l )  i 
and F.' denotes the sum over ~11-  {all}. The images under to of every element in 
the support of a is smaller than to(z), and 1/belongs to R(ZI N Z2). If, in particular, 
z=alld,  i.e. af=l ,  all elements in supptttqsupp/~ are in ZINZ2, and then 
rrln2z= n2rttz. I f  not, 
n~ n2z= n~ z= n~ a -p= nl n2a-~ 
and 
7C2 ~'1Z = 7~2R I ~- - f l .  
Inductively, n ln2~=n2n~a.  It follows that n~ and n2 commute whenever 
to(z) ~ {0} x N. Applying an analogous argument to z = a2t a~ d, one concludes that 
7t1 n2z=lt2nlz for all z with to(z) ~ {0} x NUN x {0}. 
Suppose that z=a2a~d and 7tlYt'2Z'mTt'27[lZ' for every generator z' with 
to(z')<to(z). We claim that 7[l/t2z=It27[lZ, and to prove it, we distinguish four 
cases. If  z E Zl N Z2, no further justification is needed. If  z e (Z -  ZI) f'l Z: = Z2 - Zi, 
we re-express z as 
z=al l ,  i, i=a2a~d, z= a -E -  vi, (9.9) 
where 
a=sgn(h)a 2 • tla~t~ I. (~  bq+ i)" (hdt~l) ", 8 = ~'al l"  i. 
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The ~:-component for every element in supp at ')supp fl is the same, in particular, 
all these elements belong to Z2. Using the induction hypotheses, we obtain 
= r~2~ a-p= nz(n~ a-  ~B-  ~l o,) = n2~lz. 
I f  z~Z1-Z2,  we argue analogously. If, fourthly, ze(Z-Z I ) t ' ) (Z-Z2) ,  z has the 
form 
z=a2taf a~a~d=a,,,  i=a21 .j. 
Using (9.9), which also holds in the present case, together with the induction 
hypothesis, it follows that 
Next, we re-express a and ft. For a, one can find generators wj~, wj: . . . . .  wjm of ker rt 2 
(m = (Bq+ i : Bq)), such that 
w 
where 
y = sgn(tl t2). t2a~ t2 j. t, a~ t~ I. ( ~. bq+ i) 
• (~ (t2bq+lt21)') • (t2tldtFIt{l) ",
~= sgn(h). (~"a21)" a~. tla~ t? 1" (~ bq+l)" (h dt~-l) ", 
w= ~ ~,  
k 
and ~" denotes the sum over .:,/2~- {a2, }. Note that n2O=d~ and that w is in ker n2. 
For fl one obtains 
/ ?=e-¢ -a , ,  
where 
e = sgn(t2), tza~t{ I. (~'all)" a~-. (~, bq+ t)" (t2dtf~) ",
= (~,'a~,). a~. (~'al ,)"  a~. d 
and ~, ~ ker n2. Then n~ e = e and ¢ belongs to R(ZI ~ Z2). We now rewrite n2 ~t~z like 
this: 
7t'27tl Z m R 17t2t~ -- 7[2fl 
= n l / t2y - - / t l  n2d- -  7t2e +/ t2O 
= n~ rc2y- n~t~- n2e + ~. 
I f  one analogously re-expresses rt~ rt2z, one finds 
~t~ t2z = rt2 rt l~"- rt2t~'- rt~e'+ 0'. 
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We c la im that y=y ' ,  ~=e', e=~' and ¢=¢~' .  I f  th is ' i s  ver i f ied,  7tl/t2Z=It27t'lZ 
fo l lows because,  by the induct ion  hypothes is ,  /tlTt2~--Tt27fly. A g lance at the 
expl ic it  express ions for ~,e, ¢ reveals that  the c la im is true for these three terms.  
Concern ing  y, on ly  the norms pose a potent ia l  p rob lem.  But,  by requ i rement  (P3 ' ) ,  
one  has 
( ~, bq+ I)" ~-- (t2bq+ It21) "= ( ~ bq+ I)( ~ bq+2) 
=(~bq+l ) "  ~(tlbq+tt?l)  ",
which expresses the desired symmetry  in tl and tz, and proves that  y = y'. As po inted  
out  in 9.10, the proo f  is now complete .  
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